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SEXUALITY AND HAUORA

In Health Education, the way we understand and talk about the 
concept of ‘sexuality’ relates closely to the way we understand 
the concept of ‘hauora’ and wellbeing.

Sexuality and hauora
Students completing these activities will extend their understanding of the way sexuality is linked to the concept of hauora.

1. After discussion with your partner or group, place the NUMBER of each idea from the following 
‘wall’ in the relevant section of the hauora grid on the next page. Some ideas will belong in 
more than one dimension. You may need to fi nd the meaning of some words before you can 
complete the task (see the word list in the activity on page 19).

 Wall of sexuality ideas
1. Being 

in love

6. Having sex 

2. Knowing 
whom I am 
attracted to

3. Not being in a 
romantic or sexual 
relationship 

5. Being friends 
with someone 
of the same 
gender 

4. Recognising the 
ways people 
are pressured 
into having sex 

8. Being in a 
romantic 
relationship 
(not having sex)

9. Waiting 
until ready 
to have sex

10. Knowing what 
is important 
to you in life

11.  Choosing 
not to 
have sex

13. Knowing how to 
avoid unplanned 
pregnancy

14. Showing 
affection 
for another 
person

15. Having 
medical 
checks once 
deciding to 
be sexually 
active

20.  Looking 
after the 
sexual parts 
of the body 
(personal 
hygiene) 

16. Caring 
deeply for 
someone else 

21.  Being in 
a sexual 
relationship 

19. Having a 
crush on 
someone

24. Being physically 
intimate (kissing 
etc.) but not 
having sex

25. Deciding when to 
have sex, based 
on personal and 
cultural values

28. Feeling 
good about 
relationship 
decisions

29. Feeling 
safe and 
loved in a 
relationship

33. Having a positive 
self (body) image

27. Knowing how to 
avoid an STI (sexually 
transmissible 
infection)

18. Being 
monogamous

7.  Being confi dent 
with and accepting 
who you are

12. Being able to 
say ‘No’ to 
sexual pressure

17. Showing 
tolerance 
and respect 
for others

22. Having 
friends

23. Being friends with 
someone of the 
opposite gender

26. Having other 
people know 
you are straight, 
gay or bisexual

30.  Experiencing 
pleasure in an 
intimate relationship

31. Sharing a variety of experiences 
with another person

32.  Knowing someone cares deeply 
for you in a romantic way
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Sexuality and taha tinana 
(physical wellbeing) 

Sexuality and taha whānau 
(social wellbeing)

Sexuality and taha hinengaro 
(mental and emotional wellbeing)

Sexuality and taha wairua 
(spiritual wellbeing)

2. Identify three statements you found diffi cult to place in the hauora grid. Describe why you 
decided to place them where you did.

 Statement No.  Reason: 

 Statement No.  Reason: 

 Statement No.  Reason: 

3. Identify three statements you placed under more than one dimension in the hauora grid. 
Describe why you placed these items in more than one place.

 Statement No.  Dimensions: 

 Reason: 

 

 Statement No.  Dimensions: 

 Reason: 

 Statement No.  Dimensions: 

 Reason: 
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 SECTION 2:
RELATIONSHIPS

This section contains material about:
• Relationships
• Being safe in sexual situations: readiness, assertiveness, 

consent, preventing STIs and unplanned pregnancy 
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RELATIONSHIPS

Healthy romantic relationships and sexually intimate 
relationships are, ideally, special forms of friendship.

During your Health Studies you will have developed 
understanding of the qualities of ‘friendships’ and some of the 
skills needed to maintain friendships. For Health Education 
purposes a ‘relationship’ can describe all sorts of situations – for 
example:
• having a casual acquaintance with someone, e.g. a coach or 

your doctor, whom you see occasionally, or other students at 
school whom you have a bit to do with but do not really know

• people you know and see regularly, but you don’t call them 
friends, e.g. classmates or teammates

• people you have a really close (or intimate) relationship with 
like family, your best friends, and perhaps a romantic partner 
(a boyfriend or girlfriend).

In this section we focus on a particular type of relationship – 
which could still be called a friendship – and that is a romantic or 
sexually intimate relationship. For the purpose of the following 
activities, romantic relationships are taken to mean those 
relationships where people are attracted to each other and have 
strong, passionate feelings for each other. These relationships are 
likely to involve some physical intimacy like hugging and kissing 
(far more intimate than the way friends might hug and kiss) but 
may not involve any sexually intimate activity.

Sexually intimate relationships are where people are attracted 
to each other in sexual ways and engage in very intimate sexual 
activity – touching of sexual parts and perhaps having sexual 
intercourse. They may or may not have deep feelings for each 
other.

Many relationships are both romantic and sexually intimate, 
while others may be more one type of relationship than the 
other. The activities in this section explore romantic and sexually 
intimate relationships and how they contribute to people’s 
wellbeing. 

Intimate just means ‘close’; it 
does not have to mean that 
the closeness is of a sexual 
nature.
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What’s really important in relationships?
Health Education message
There is no expectation that you will be in a relationship at your age – most young people your 
age are not ‘in a relationship’, and most young people your age are NOT having sex. This activity is 
to get you thinking about what is important for relationships whenever they happen in your life.

What is really important?
Students completing these activities will identify what is really important to them in a relationship.

1. POP-UP debate
 ‘Love is the most important thing in a relationship.’ State your opinion and justify your answer.

2. Select one of the following cliché’s (a cliché is an overused expression):
 Everyone has a soul-mate; OR There is one true love for everyone: OR Love conquers all 

(differences). State whether you think the cliché is true or false and defend your answer.

3.  For this activity you need to have previously completed some activities on relationships.
 Use ideas from all the sexuality activities to complete a map of the human heart on an A4 sheet 

of paper.
 Draw the shape of a heart – you can make it as biological and realistic, or as romantic, 

Valentine’s Day love-heart shaped as you like. In and around the heart, summarise all 
the relationship qualities you currently think will be important for a romantic (and sexual) 
relationship.

 Some ideas are included below – you don’t have to include them if you don’t think they are 
important, and you can add other ideas of your own. You don’t have to share this task with 
anyone unless you want to.

appearance, sexy, popularity, intelligence, sporting, creative, sharing, loving, romantic, rich, 
sense of humour/make you laugh, share the same interests/have different interests, like 
your friends, like your family, same/different culture, same/different values, show they care; 
younger/older/same age, able to be trusted, honest, share their thoughts and feelings/listen 
to your thoughts and feelings, conform with the group/individual, say they love you, kind and 
gentle, have their own opinions, etc.
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4. Select your top three ‘must-haves’ from your heart diagram and say why you rate these 
qualities more highly than everything else.

•

•

•
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Readiness for sex
Age of consent
The age at which a person can consent to sex in New Zealand is 16 years. This means that no one 
under the age of 16 can legally consent (i.e. they cannot give their permission and say yes) to having 
sex. This applies to heterosexual and homosexual relationships.

According to YouthLaw Tino Rangatiratanga Taitamariki (a free national legal service for people 
aged under 25 years), consent applies to all sexual activity, including oral, anal or vaginal sex and 
touching. Consent means that both people actually want the activity to take place. The law on 
consent is the same for everyone, regardless of age, sexuality, type of sex or activity, or any other 
factors. Having sex with anyone under the age of 16 is a crime, regardless of whether they consented. 
However, how the law deals with underage sexual situations depends upon the circumstances and 
the age difference between the people. For more information see YouthLaw at www.youthlaw.co.nz/
information/relationships/

 Readiness for sex
1. Why do so many countries have age of (sexual) consent laws? If sex is such a natural thing, is 

an important part of relationships, is pleasurable, and we need to have sex to reproduce, why 
(as a matter of law) do we say people have to be a certain age to have sex?

2. Scenario
Simon and Sally are both 16. They have been going out together for several months. Recently, 
after seeing a movie in which some older teenagers were in a sexual relationship, the question of 
whether or not they should have sex was raised.

Answers
p.  102
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Challenging gender stereotypes
It is possible to challenge gender stereotypes when you see or 
hear something you think is unfair. Taking action to reduce the 
negative effects of gender stereotypes shows respect and taking 
responsibility for self and others. 

 Challenging gender stereotypes
Students completing these activities will identify ways in which gender stereotypes can be challenged. 

1. Suggest some actions you could take in the following situations. Add two more situations of 
your own.

Situation What action could you take?

a.  Only boys get to play rugby at school. 
The school won’t support a girls’ team 
because rugby is thought to be too 
rough and not ‘ladylike’. 

b.  Billboard advertising near the school 
often shows images of very muscled 
male athletes, or beautiful slim female 
models, wearing very little clothing.

c.  All the careers information at school 
shows women and men in occupations 
traditionally dominated by females or 
males.

Answers
p.  105
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d.  Boys hold all the important leadership 
roles in the school, whereas the girls 
are in charge of social events. 

e.  A teenage magazine for girls shows 
only very stereotypical ‘girls’ images 
and assumes girls are interested only in 
boys, clothes and make-up.

f.  Television advertising for toys and other 
children’s or teenagers’ products shows 
only very stereotypical associations 
with boys and girls, e.g. action toys for 
boys and dolls for girls. 

2. Other ways to challenge stereotypes include making assertive responses. Describe an assertive 
and respectful response you could give to three of the following situations. 

If someone said to you: Responses 

(For girls): ‘ You can’t play on this team – 
you’re a girl and we only allow boys on the 
team.’ OR

(For boys): ‘ You can’t play on this team – 
you’re a boy and we only allow girls on the 
team.’

How could either the girl or the boy 
respond?
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Refl ection on my achievement
Respond to the following statements.
1. Two things I did well during this section on sexuality and gender are:

2. Things I found easy were:

3. Things I found diffi cult or challenging were:

4. Therefore, what I could focus on in future learning is:

5. One thing I am thinking about differently from how I thought about it before.
 I used to think:

 I now think:

6. Thinking about romantic or sexually intimate relationships, as a -year-old person, 
I understand that I have the right to:

 and I have the responsibility to:
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LEARNING ASSESSMENT

 Task 1: Puberty and relationships
Sexuality education: Indicators of learning success

Making progress 
towards NZC Level 5 

Achieving 
at NZC Level 5

Achieving with confi dence 
at NZC Level 5 

Identify characteristics of pubertal 
change

Describe characteristics of pubertal 
change 

Describe, in depth, characteristics of 
pubertal change

Identify assertive responses 
to challenging situations in 
relationships

Describe assertive responses 
to challenging situations in 
relationships

Describe, in depth, assertive 
responses to challenging situations in 
relationships

Identify personal values and beliefs 
relating to sexuality issues

Describe personal values and beliefs 
relating to sexuality issues

Describe, in depth, personal values 
and beliefs relating to sexuality issues

Part One: Describe a range of characteristics of pubertal change

1. Question Your answer

a.   What is the gland in the brain that starts the 
process for changes at puberty? 

b.   What is the name of the main male hormone 
that starts the changes at puberty for males? 

c.   Where is that hormone produced? 

d.   What is the name of the main female hormone 
that starts the changes at puberty for females?

e.   Where is that hormone produced?

f. When do boys start producing sperm?

g. How long, on average, does a period last?

h. Where in the female reproductive system are 
eggs stored?

Answers
p.  107
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Section 1:  Sex and sexuality

 Sexuality education (page 2)
Some parents might wish their children to be exempt from 
sexuality education classes because of personal and religious 
beliefs. The right to pass is important especially when students 
are not sure about something, might be embarrassed to say 
something out loud, what they could say is too personal to 
share, or students just don’t have anything to say but are happy 
to listen to others. Confi dentiality is important because we 
don’t want our personal stories and ideas to be shared around 
everyone else at school and have our ideas come back to us in a 
way that might be embarrassing or be used against us.

 Changes during puberty (page 4)
1. a. adulthood; b. reproduction; c. hypothalamus; d. gland;

e. ovaries; f. testicles (or testes); g. hormones; 
h. progesterone; i. testosterone; j. weight; k. stronger; 
l. hair; m. voice; n. pimples; o. sweat; p. appetite; 
q. widening; r. breasts; s. vulva; t. uterus; u. menstruating; 
v. shoulders; w. penis; x. vesicles; y. prostate; z. face; 
aa. sperm; ab. erections; ac. deepens; ad. moods; 
ae. feelings; af. self-conscious; ag. tired; ah. awkward.

3. School nurse – factual information about puberty, sanitary 
pads or tampons if girls are caught short at school; 
counsellor for advice about relationships; teacher – a suitable 
book or video or source of information about puberty; FPA 
website for anonymous information and so on.

 Reproductive body parts (page 9)

The non-reproductive parts that lie next to the parts of the 
body required for reproduction are indicated in italics.

Female reproductive parts
Front view
a. vagina; b. ovary; c. fallopian tube; d. uterus; e. cervix
Side view
a. labia (‘lips’ – the whole external region is the vulva); b. clitoris;
c. urethra; d. bladder; e. uterus (womb); f. endometrium; 
g. cervix; h. vagina; i. anus
Male reproductive parts
a. foreskin and glans; b. penis; c. urethra; d. vas deferens; 
e. bladder; f. seminal vesicles; g. prostate gland; h. anus; 
i. epididymis; j. testes; k. scrotum

 SAMPLE RESPONSES
AND ANSWERS

 Body parts and functions (page 10)
1. a. ovary F; b. vas deferens M; c. scrotum M; d. seminal 

vesicle M e. labia F f. penis M g. uterus F; h. epididymis M; 
i. urethra M j. testes or testicles M k. fallopian tube F 
l. cervix F m. vagina F; n. prostate gland M; o. rectum B; 
p. anus B; q. urethra B; r. bladder B; 

2. 1.  F (semen or ejaculate is a mixture of sperm, the sugary 
substance from the seminal vesicle, and other substances 
from the prostate gland)

2. T
3. T
4. T (but not often, and it usually settles down by itself)
5. F (when boys have an erection the pathway for urine 

from the urethra/bladder is blocked off
6. F (boys make sperm from puberty)
7. T 
8. F (a menstrual cycle might be as short as 3 weeks but 

a period is usually 4–7 days – a 3-week period would 
suggest a girl should check things out with a doctor)

9. F (pituitary gland is in the brain)
10. T (generally true but it depends what personal hygiene 

was like already)
11. T (mostly)
12. F (similar, but girls tend to start a year or two earlier than 

boys)
13. F (men make sperm from puberty until old age)
14. F (sperm are made in the testicles – the vas deferens is 

the tube that carries the sperm from the testes to the 
urethra ready for ejaculation)

15. T
16. F (almost all teenagers get pimples or zits but not 

everyone gets the medical condition called ‘acne’ where 
infl ammation of the skin is much more extensive than 
the occasional pimple)

17. F (tampon use is a personal choice – they should not 
be used before a girl fi rst starts her period or between 
periods because they can dry the vagina out too much, 
which may upset the natural balance of the vagina and 
lead to infections)

18. T
19. F (girls tend to mature physically earlier than boys)
20. T
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